Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **Did you take your sister toy? asked dad**
   ____________________________________________________________

2. **First peel the banana**
   ____________________________________________________________

3. **Circle the root words in the words below.**
   landed passing stays turned working

4. **Add more details to the sentence by writing a word to describe the birds.**
   The __________________ birds sang in the morning.

5. **Who or what is the sentence about?** ____________________________________________________________

   **The sun is very hot.**

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **There were three peach on the tree**
   ____________________________________________________________

2. **Do we haft to go hom? asked Ben**
   ____________________________________________________________

3. **Circle the nouns in the sentence below.**
   A frog jumped on the table.

4. **Add commas to the sentence below.**
   We saw tigers bears and camels at the zoo.

5. **Add “ing” to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.**
   grab ________________ hug ________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. can we have chicken potatoes and corn for dinner

2. bring me those boxs, said tom

3. Circle the root words in the words below. Underline the prefixes.
   reheat  unsafe  return  disobey

4. Circle the nouns in the sentence below.
   The book is in the desk

5. Which word means “to heat again”? Circle your answer.
   unheat  reheat  disheat

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. take out your paper crayons and scissors

2. i think that is steves dog, said braxton

3. If honest means truthful, what does dishonest mean?
   ________________________________

4. What sound is “ed” making in the words below.
   smacked ______  puncted ____________  laughed ____________

5. Add “ing” to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   make ________________  joke ________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Maya painted her picture red, yellow, and blue.

2. Don’t forget to look at mom’s car, said dad.

3. Circle the correct way to write a greeting.
   - Dear Kiersten,
   - Dear Kiersten
   - dear kiersten,

4. Circle the correct way to write a closing.
   - Your friend
   - your friend,
   - Your friend,

5. Divide the words into syllables with a / . Circle the closed syllable(s).
   - mammal
   - pilot
   - napkin
   - tiger

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Would you like chocolate, vanilla, or strawberry?

2. Allison was running on the playground.

3. If “heat” means warm up, what does “reheat” mean?

4. Circle the nouns in the sentence below.
   - The teacher could not find her book.

5. Add “ed” to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   - bake
   - hug